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Abstract

In this paper, we focus on improving the
quality of the summary generated by neu-
ral abstractive dialogue summarization sys-
tems. Even though pre-trained language mod-
els generate well-constructed and promising
results, it is still challenging to summarize
the conversation of multiple participants since
the summary should include a description of
the overall situation and the actions of each
speaker. This paper proposes self-supervised
strategies for speaker-focused post-correction
in abstractive dialogue summarization. Specif-
ically, our model first discriminates which type
of speaker correction is required in a draft sum-
mary and then generates a revised summary
according to the required type. Experimental
results show that our proposed method ade-
quately corrects the draft summaries, and the
revised summaries are significantly improved
in both quantitative and qualitative evalua-
tions.

1 Introduction

Research on abstractive dialogue summarization
recently have achieved remarkable improvements
(Chen and Yang, 2020; Malykh et al., 2020; Chen
and Yang, 2021; Wu et al., 2021; Zhu et al., 2021)
in diverse domains such as daily dialogue, inter-
view, and movie. Despite the promising perfor-
mance of the pre-trained language models (e.g.,
UniLM (Dong et al., 2019) and BART (Lewis et al.,
2020)), the capability of summarizing the multi-
party conversation is still limited. Due to its diffi-
culty of considering all the actions of every speaker
for describing a scene is quite challenging. Specif-
ically, Chen and Yang (2020) emphasize dealing
with multi-party situation in dialogue summariza-
tion based on several criteria, such as role & lan-
guage change, referral & coreference, and multiple
turns & participants.

∗These authors equally contributed to this work.

Dialogue 1 (D1)
Isabella: Hi Betty!
Isabella: It was very nice to listen about your work yesterday. Thank
you for sharing that!
Isabella: If you wanted to do sth together, let me know.
Betty: Thank you!
Draft Summary (BARTbase)
Betty was listening to Isabella’s work yesterday. If she wanted to do
something together, she should let her know.
Dialogue 2 (D2)
Molly: listen I’ve got a free ticket to the Muse concert in Cracow,
want to come with me?
Hannah: nah, I don’t like them
Molly: what about you Anna
Anna: yassss please. let’s go! <3"
Draft Summary (BARTbase)
Molly has a free ticket to the Muse concert in Cracow. Hannah and
Anna don’t like them.

Table 1: Examples of the incorrect summaries that con-
tain speaker-related errors. More examples are in Ap-
pendix A.1.

Based on this perspective, we have performed
human evaluation1 on the summaries generated
by BARTbase model to figure out whether they
adequately include the contents of the conversa-
tion. The results showed that only 47% of the sam-
ples can be regarded as correct summaries. The
rest mainly contain incorrect contents w.r.t. refer-
ences, reasoning, and gendered pronouns. One in-
teresting finding is that nearly half of the incorrect
summaries have speaker-related errors. As shown
in Table 1, even though the generated summaries
are well-constructed and seem plausible, they are
obviously wrong since they describe participants’
actions with incorrect speakers. Specifically, the
speakers in D1 (i.e., Betty and Isabella) should be
replaced, and one of the speakers in D2 (i.e., Anna)
should be removed to make the draft summaries
correct.

To address the aforementioned finding, this pa-
per mainly focuses on improving the quality of the
dialogue summary in terms of correcting speak-
ers. Existing works proposed post-editing meth-
ods for abstractive text summarization (Cao et al.,

1We choose 100 test set samples provided by Chen and
Yang (2020).
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2020; Dong et al., 2020) and table-to-text (Iso et al.,
2020), but they mainly focus on correcting sum-
mary of the general corpora (e.g., news articles)
or facts in a knowledge base, which are somewhat
different from the multi-party conversation. Some
researches for dialogue summarization (Zhao et al.,
2020, 2021) utilized utterance-level representations
by constructing dialogue graph, but they lack in
leveraging speaker information explicitly.

In this work, we propose a speaker-focused post-
correction model for abstractive dialog summariza-
tion. We first construct the dataset by using self-
supervised speaker manipulation strategies, which
corrupt the speakers in summary on purpose. Dur-
ing training, our model predicts whether the speak-
ers are corrupted or not by using the speaker cor-
rection type discriminator and then generates a cor-
rected summary according to the correction type
via the speaker-focused correction generator.

Our main contributions are as follows. 1) We
show that the existing dialogue summarization
model often generates incorrect summaries that
contain speaker-related errors (i.e., insertion, dele-
tion, and replacement) through human evalua-
tion. Based on this, we design self-supervised
speaker manipulation strategies to construct the
post-editing data without extra annotations. 2) We
propose the highly effective speaker-focused post-
correction model not only to capture speaker incor-
rectness but also adequately revise the draft sum-
mary. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first
attempt to adopt the post-editing method w.r.t. the
speakers in abstractive dialogue summarization. 3)
Experimental results show that the revised sum-
maries are significantly improved compared to the
draft summaries in both quantitative and qualitative
evaluations.

2 Proposed Approach

2.1 Problem Definition

Given a dialogue context D = {w1, w2, ..., wn},
where n denotes the number of tokens, an abstrac-
tive summarization model aims to generate a draft
summary Y d = {w1, w2, ..., wm}, which is con-
ditioned on the likelihood of p(Y d|D). However,
a draft summary might contain incorrect speaker
information, which is caused by the conditional
maximum-likelihood objective (Li et al., 2018).

Our proposed model generates a corrected sum-
mary Y c = {w1, w2, ..., wk} as follows. First,
we corrupt a reference summary Y r using the

Mary: Hi Mike!

[Dialogue Context]
Mike and Mary are going to visit Mike's 
grandma tonight. Mary will buy her some 
chocolate.

[Reference Summary]

[Speaker Insertion]
Mike and Mary are going to visit Mike's 
grandma tonight. Mary and Mike will buy 
her some chocolate.

[Speaker Deletion]
Mike and Mary is going to visit Mike's 
grandma tonight. Mary will buy her some 
chocolate.

[Speaker Replace]
Mike and Mary are going to visit Mike's 
grandma tonight. Mike will buy her some 
chocolate.

Mike: Hello J

Mary: do u have any 
plans for tonight?

Mike: I’m going to 
visit my grandma.

Mike: You can go 
with me. She likes u 
very much.

Mary: Good idea, I’ll 
buy some chocolate 
for her.

Figure 1: A corruption example with the speaker manip-
ulation strategies. Words in orange represent modified
speakers.

self-supervised speaker manipulation strategies to
obtain a corrupted summary Y s. Second, given
the dialogue context D and a draft summary Y d,
the required speaker correction type C is pre-
dicted, which can be formulated as p(C|D,Y d).
Finally, the speaker-focused correction generator
is trained to maximize the conditional distribution
of p(Y c|D,Y d, C). During training, we use either
Y s or Y r as input summary and train the model
to recover them to Y r (i.e., Both corrupted and
uncorrupted summaries are utilized to prevent over-
correction (Section 2.2)).

2.2 Data Creation with Self-Supervised
Speaker Manipulation Strategies

Given a reference summary Y r, we obtain
a corrupted summary Y s by conducting the
self-supervised speaker manipulation strategies:
speaker insertion, deletion, and replacement. Fig-
ure 1 represents an example of the proposed strate-
gies. First, we extract a list of the speakers from the
dialogue context. Second, we randomly choose any
speaker to be corrupted and apply speaker insertion,
deletion, or replacement functions at a random rate.
For the speaker insertion, we arbitrarily select a
speaker and add it to another speaker with a con-
junction or comma. Likewise, for the speaker dele-
tion, we remove a speaker followed by a comma
and conjunction with other speakers. In the case
of speaker replacement, we randomly choose a
speaker and replace it with another speaker. We
also adjust the subject-verb agreement using heuris-
tics as the number of speakers change.

Finally, we label the required correction type ac-
cording to the speaker manipulation function that
is used. For example, if the speaker insertion is
conducted on a reference summary, we label the
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required correction type as deletion. The required
correction type label is used to train the speaker cor-
rection type discriminator in Section 2.3. Among
the training set, we set the ratio of uncorrupted
and corrupted examples to 1:1 to prevent over-
correction (Section 2.4). The whole procedure of
the speaker manipulation strategies is described in
Appendix A.3.

2.3 Speaker Correction Type Discriminator
We utilize the BARTlarge encoder-decoder (Lewis
et al., 2020) to discriminate which type of speaker
correction is required on a draft summary. Given a
dialogue context D and a draft summary Y d, our
speaker correction type discriminator (SCTD) aims
to predict required correction type C, where C ∈
{NO, INS,DEL,REP}. Each correction type
denotes no needs to be changed, the speaker needs
to be inserted, deleted, and replaced, respectively.

The input to the BART is a concatenation of a di-
alogue context D and a draft summary Y d, which is
represented as [<BOS>, D,<EOS>, Y d,<EOS>].
Then, the output representation of the last <EOS>
token h<EOS> ∈ Rdh , where dh denotes a size of
output representation, is used to classify the re-
quired correction type. We utilize a single-layer
feed-forward neural network (FFNN), denoted as,

Z = (W1h<EOS> + b1)

Ĉ = softmax(W2Z + b2),
(1)

where W1 ∈ Rdh×dh and W2 ∈ R4×dh are train-
able parameters. The parameters of the shared
BART are represented as Θshd and those of
a single-layer FFNN are represented as Θdisc.
The objective is minimizing the negative log-
likelihood (NLL) loss: LSCTD(Θshd,Θdisc) =
−
∑

log p(C|D,Y d). Another objective of the
SCTD is to impose interpretability to the draft sum-
mary, which leads to preventing the SCG (Section
2.4) from making a false-positive correction.

2.4 Speaker-focused Correction Generator
Speaker-focused Correction Generator (SCG)
utilize the shared BARTlarge to generate a speaker-
focused corrected summary. Given a dialogue con-
text D, a draft summary Y d, and a required correc-
tion type C, the input to the BART is represented
as [<BOS>,<COR>, D,<EOS>, Y d,<EOS>].
Here, we construct the special correction token
<COR> ∈ {<NO>,<INS>,<DEL>,<REP>},
which is predicted by SCTD. In this manner,

the SCG conditionally generates a corrected
summary based on the required speaker correction
type. We optimize the model by minimiz-
ing the NLL loss: LSCG(Θshd,Θgen_cor) =
−
∑

log p(Y c|D,Y d, C).

2.5 Speaker Generator

To make the model more robust, we devise an
auxiliary task of generating speakers who ap-
peared in the reference summary. Given a di-
alogue context D and a draft summary Y d,
speaker generator constructs the list of speak-
ers S, where speakers S appeared in the refer-
ence summary. We optimize the model by min-
imizing the NLL loss: LSG(Θshd,Θgen_spe) =
−
∑

log p(S|D,Y d). This gives an inductive bias
to explicitly generates the list of speakers, which
guides the SCG to generate more accurate eventu-
ally. Note that we utilize this task as an auxiliary
task only in training time.

2.6 Joint Learning Procedure

All the proposed tasks are jointly trained, and the
final objective is defined as, L = LSCTD + LSCG +
LSG. Note that the shared parameters Θs are opti-
mized for all tasks.

3 Experiments

3.1 Dataset

We evaluate our proposed methods on the SAM-
SUM (Gliwa et al., 2019) dialogue summarization
dataset. The SAMSUM dataset is a recently pro-
posed English dataset regarding real-life messenger
conversations such as chit-chats, meetings, politics,
etc. The dataset consists of 14,732, 818, and 819
dialogue–summary pairs for training, validation,
and testing, respectively.

3.2 Quantitative Results

We evaluate our proposed model on the test set by
using the standard ROUGE (Lin and Och, 2004)
metric. For the draft summarization models, we
choose BARTbase and BARTlarge, which are pow-
erful baselines for abstractive dialogue summariza-
tion. In Table 2, we compare the ROUGE scores
of the draft summaries and those of corrected sum-
maries. Overall, the corrected summaries show sig-
nificantly higher ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L scores
than those of the draft summaries. Specifically, our
correction model shows significant improvements
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Draft Model Speaker
Generator

Correction
Rate (%)

ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
Draft Corrected Draft Corrected Draft Corrected

BARTbase
7 9.8 0.488 0.493 0.234 0.261 0.447 0.460
3 9.5 0.477 0.473 0.225 0.251 0.434 0.437

BARTlarge
7 5.4 0.472 0.475 0.213 0.233 0.428 0.442
3 3.9 0.454 0.444 0.186 0.194 0.405 0.417

Table 2: ROUGE scores on the test set. “Correction Rate" indicates the rate of the corrections that have been
conducted by the model.

Draft Model Speaker
Generator

Correction
Rate (%)

After Correction
Better Worse Same

BARTbase
7 9.8 60% 21% 19%
3 9.5 61% 19% 20%

BARTlarge
7 5.4 47% 24% 29%
3 3.9 54% 26% 20%

Table 3: Human Evaluation results on the test set.

in ROUGE-2 on BARTbase draft model (absolute
improvements of 2.7%).

3.3 Human Evaluation

We also conduct a human evaluation to validate the
corrected summaries generated by our proposed
model. Given a dialogue context, reference sum-
mary, draft summary, and corrected summary, we
asked five annotators from Amazon Mechanical
Turk (AMT) to judge a corrected summary is ei-
ther better, worse, or same compared to a draft
summary. An example given to annotators and
more details are described in Appendix A.4. As
reported in Table 3, the corrected summaries show
significantly better results for both BARTbase and
BARTlarge draft models after corrections. Specifi-
cally, the speaker generator has little effect on the
model when the draft summaries are generated by
BARTbase, but shows a performance improvement
when the draft model is BARTlarge (Better: 47%→
54%). The reason why the ratio of better results is
lower in BARTlarge compared to that of BARTbase

is that the BARTlarge draft model mostly produces
more complete summaries than BARTbase with
fewer speaker errors.

3.4 Conditional Generation Analysis

In this analysis, we verify the performance of
SCTD and how SCG conditionally generates a cor-
rected summary based on the predicted speaker
correction type.

For the SCTD evaluation, we corrupt a reference
summary following Section 2.2 and use a corrupted
summary as a draft summary. Then, the SCTD pre-
dicts which type of speaker correction is required
on the draft summary. As reported in Table 4, when

Speaker
Generator

F1-Score
NO INS DEL REP Micro AVG

7 94.67 87.30 95.40 89.44 93.03
3 95.23 92.91 96.47 89.27 93.89

Table 4: Automatic Evaluation of the SCTD for each
correction type.

Speaker
Generator

F1-Score
NO INS DEL REP Micro AVG

7 98.36 93.10 95.08 96.67 95.83
3 100.0 96.55 98.36 98.36 98.32

Table 5: Human Evaluation of the SCG w.r.t. the condi-
tional generation for each correction type.

utilizing the speaker generator objective as an aux-
iliary task, the SCTD shows higher F1 scores for
all correction types except REP. We also observe
that the SCTD with speaker generator shows 95.23
in F1 score for NO label. This result leads to pre-
vent the SCG from producing false-positive cor-
rections while saving the amount of computation
since the summary that predicted as NO label is not
corrected.

For the SCG evaluation, we sampled 120 (30 for
each of four correction type) examples and asked
four annotators to judge which operation (e.g., NO,
INS, DEL, REP) is actually performed when gener-
ating a corrected summary given the speaker cor-
rection type from SCTD and the draft summary.
Then, we measure how well the predicted and ac-
tual correction types align using the F1-score. From
Table 5, we observe that the SCG with speaker gen-
erator shows higher F1 scores for every correction
type (98.32% on average). This suggests that our
SCG can conditionally generate a well-corrected
summary based on the required speaker correction
type.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we pointed out that current dialogue
summarization models have problems summariz-
ing the multi-party conversation. To address these
problems, we proposed the speaker-focused post-
correction model, which can be applied to any ab-
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stractive dialogue summarization model. Experi-
mental results show that our model adequately cor-
rects a draft summary.
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A Appendix

Dialogue Index: 116
luke: Hey, was just thinking, we should avail ourselves for team
selection tomorrow regardless of our injuries
martial: thats what i was thinking also
luke: we should let Jose know that tomorrow
martial: the first thing in the morning infact
luke: the fixtures are really piling up and we need to help the team
martial: yeah, thats for sure, we are a family
luke: we will the coach know that we are ready to play
martial: despite the little pain, me i’m ready
luke: me too
martial: so we meet up at carrington and go to his office very early
luke: yeah, both of us
martial: ok, we’ll go together
luke: cool
martial: ok
Draft Summary (BARTbase)
Lukeke, Martial and Jose are going to meet at Carrington and go
to the coach’s office very early tomorrow.
⇒ Jose is the coach.
↪→ Deletion
Dialogue Index: 158
Dave: Hey, is Nicky still at your place? Her phone is off
Sam: She just left
Dave: Thanks!
Draft Summary (BARTbase)
Nicky left Dave’s place and her phone is off.
⇒ Nicky left Sam’s place.
↪→ Replacement

Table 6: Examples of the incorrect summaries that con-
tain speaker-related errors. Dialogue index denotes the
index of test set. All the indices are provided by Chen
and Yang (2020). ⇒ represents the explanations why
the summary is incorrect and ↪→ represents the required
speaker correction type.

A.1 Draft Summary Evaluation

We describe more examples of the draft summary
evaluation in Table 6. They are all generated by
BARTbase, and we focus on analyzing the examples
that contain speaker-related errors.

A.2 Implementation Details

We implemented our model using the Py-
Torch (Paszke et al., 2019) library. For the BART-
based correction model, we adopt the pre-trained
language model BARTlarge based on the hugging
face open source2 (Wolf et al., 2020). For fine-
tuning, we trained the correction model using
Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with a
batch size of 32 and an initial learning rate of 3e-
05. We also utilized the pre-trained BARTbase and
BARTlarge as the draft summarization models. We

2https://github.com/huggingface/
transformers

Inputs:
D - dialogue context
Y r - reference summary
FLAG- corruption flag

Outputs:
Y s- corrupted summary
C- required correction type

function SPEAKER_MANIPULATION(D, Y r , FLAG)
if FLAG then

speaker_list← EXTRACT_SPEAKERS(D)
func_type← random.choices[ins, del, rep]
if func_type == ins then

Y s ← SPEAKER_INS(Y r, speaker_list)
C ← del

else if func_type == del then
Y s ← SPEAKER_DEL(Y r, speaker_list)
C ← ins

else if func_type == rep then
Y s ← SPEAKER_REP(Y r, speaker_list)
C ← rep

end if
else

Y s ← Y r

C ← no
end if
return Y s, C

end function

Table 7: Procedure to create dataset with self-
supervised speaker manipulation strategies.

trained both models using Adam optimizer with a
batch size of 32 and an initial learning rate of 3e-
05. The correction model is trained for 5 epochs,
and BARTbase and BARTlarge based draft models
are trained for 8 epochs and 4 epochs, respectively,
showing the best performance on the validation set.
The average runtime of each epoch was about 20
minutes. All experiments were conducted with 4
Tesla V100 GPUs. Our code is publicly available3.

A.3 An algorithm of Speaker Manipulation
Strategies

Table 7 represents the procedure of data creation
with our self-supervised speaker manipulation
strategies. Here, we decide whether or not to cor-
rupt the reference summary through FLAG.

A.4 Annotations for Human Evaluation

We first showed Turkers a draft summary and cor-
rected summary by our models. In order to fo-
cus on the evaluation of speaker corrections, we
asked Turkers to count the number of speakers that
changed appropriately, badly, or the same as in Fig-
ure 2. By counting the number of speakers, the
overall assessment of the speaker corrections was

3Github repository will be available upon paper accep-
tance.

https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
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Figure 2: An example given to AMT annotators.

evaluated with Turkers’ objectivity. The average
Fleiss’ Kappa represents moderate level of inter-
rater agreement.

A.5 Qualitative Analysis
We also conduct qualitative analysis w.r.t each cor-
rection type (i.e., speaker insertion, deletion, and
replacement). As illustrated in Table 8, our speaker-
focused post-correction model adequately corrects
draft summaries for all correction types.
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Correction Type Examples

Insertion

Dialogue Ground Truth Summary
Andy: Hi nephew! Andy is going to visit Paul in about 1 hour.
Paul: Hi uncle! Draft Summary (BARTbase)
Andy: Are you home? I’m nearby and thought I would drink coffee
with you :)

Andy will meet Paul for coffee in 1 hour. Andy has a lot of political
issues to discuss.

Paul: Yup. I’m home. Feel free to come! Corrected Summary
Andy: If that is ok I will visit you in about 1 hour.
Paul: Sure. A lot of political cases for us to talk about :D

Andy will meet Paul for coffee in 1 hour. Paul and Andy have a
lot of political issues to discuss.

Andy: Haha. No.
Andy: Too much politics with Hannah’s father.
Andy: I have enough arguments over politics forever.
Paul: Hahah. Ok. Waiting for you then.
Andy: See you.

Deletion

Dialogue Ground Truth Summary
Julia: Hey, what time are you getting home?
Bert: 8-ish. Why?

Julia will be waiting for Bert with the dinner. Bert is coming home
around 8.

Julia: I was wondering if we should wait for you with the dinner? Draft Summary (BARTbase)
Bert: Yeah, that would be nice of you. I’ll try to get there on time Julia and Bert will wait for Bert with dinner.
Julia: Ok. Call me if you’re running late Corrected Summary
Bert: I will. xx Julia will wait for Bert with dinner.
Dialogue Ground Truth Summary
Bradley: haha look a cat invaded the pitch at Goodison <file_other>
Jill: hahahaha

A sweet little black cat got into the pitch during the Everton’s
football match.

Julia: what a sweet little black ball of fur Draft Summary (BARTbase)
Jill: here’s the video :D <file_other>
Julia: haha

Bradley, Jill, Julia and Julia are talking about the football match at
Goodison.

Bradley: and the commentary :D Corrected Summary
Bradley: that’s the best entertainment Everton fans have had all
season :D

Bradley, Jill and Julia are talking about the football match at
Goodison.

Replacement

Dialogue Ground Truth Summary
Randolph: Honey Maya will buy 5 packs of earplugs for Randolph at the pharmacy.
Randolph: Are you still in the pharmacy? Draft Summary (BARTbase)
Maya: Yes Randolph will buy 5 pairs of earplugs for Maya.
Randolph: Buy me some earplugs please Corrected Summary
Maya: How many pairs? Maya will buy 5 pairs of earplugs for Randolph.
Randolph: 4 or 5 packs
Maya: I’ll get you 5
Randolph: Thanks darling
Dialogue Ground Truth Summary
Paula: Why do they make this game with super hard levels?
Stew: No idea. I hate those.

Paula cannot get past level 637 in her game. She will look up the
cheats online.

Paula: It really makes it not fun at all. Draft Summary (BARTbase)
Stew: Yep.
Paula: I just can get past 637 no matter what I do.

Paula hates the game with super hard levels. Stewart tries looking
up the cheats online.

Stew: Did you try looking up the cheats online? Corrected Summary
Paula: Brilliant! Stew hates the game with super hard levels. Paula tries looking up

the cheats online.
Dialogue Ground Truth Summary
Willy: Your car is friggin’ awesome!! Willy and Vinny will car pool with Winny’s red Mustang.
Vinny: I know ;) No, but seriously, I’ve always wanted a Mustang,
and a red one too!
Willy: Maybe you can lend it to me for a day or so :)

Draft Summary (BARTbase)
Willy will lend his car to Ginny for a day or so. They will car
pool together a couple of days a week.

Vinny: Yeah, right. We can car pool together a couple of days a
week.
Willy: Ok, deal.

Corrected Summary
Vinny will lend his car to Will for a day or so. They will car pool
together a couple of days a week.

Dialogue Ground Truth Summary
Jair: Still busy? Callum is still busy.
Callum: Yes a little sorry Draft Summary (BARTbase)
Jair: ok Jair is still busy.

Corrected Summary
Callum is still busy.

Table 8: Qualitative analysis w.r.t each correction type (i.e., Insertion, Deletion, and Replacement). Words in red
represent the incorrect speakers that should be corrected and words in blue represent the correction results.


